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1. super mario bros.: although it spawned many mario platformer imitators, super mario
bros. remains the class of the entire series. it was a revolution in graphical technology:

the 2d side-scrolling view, enemies that jumped instead of run, and an exaggerated sense
of speed, right from the start. so many of the others borrowed from mario bros. as a

template for their games. 2. mega man 2: for many gamers the transition to platforming
was a stumbling block but, for a while, capcom threw all that out the window and the

mega man series was born. like mario bros, the original game had a very simple control
system that established some of the fundamental elements that made the series so

enduring. and it also had addictive levels. i agree with this article though! mario sunshine
is just one of those games that makes me want to play all the other games it came after!

the only reason i actually played this game before super mario galaxy 2 was because i
was playing it on a emulator on dolphin instead of buying the game and also it was one of
the few games available on the 3ds at the time. i hated the game but i had to admit it was

pretty good for what it was. when i was in elementary school my dad bought me a
gamecube. of course i never got a controller, so i used an emulator on an android tablet
to play my games. one of those games was a remake of super mario bros. 2! those were

the days.. i like how they manage to address the shortcomings of game mechanics in
their approach to how perfect game balance is achieved. it's not just the similar feel of

games like mario and zelda, but the way that the game encourages you to explore areas
that you would not normally go into.
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